Over 50 percent of the country aged 15 and above are illiterate

Only 1 in 3 women can read and write...

Nasra School educates over 11,500 students every year

Committed To Make a Difference
Welcome to the Nasra Schools

Nasra School is one of the oldest Schools in Karachi, an institution that offers state-of-the-art learning facilities to students. The School began in the 1949 with an aim to provide education for all especially to students coming from low income family backgrounds. The School is run by the Education Trust Nasra School which was formed in 1950.

We are a co education school and the medium of communication is English. We offer Early Childhood Education System, Primary Schooling, Middle Schooling, Higher Secondary and also Higher Secondary Education across 5 Campuses spread in places, where Schools are scares.

Our Campuses are situated at Saddar, Korangi and Malir offering double shifts and North Karachi and Superhighway offering a single shift. The School offers both the Sindh Board and the recently adopted the Aga Khan Board of Examination.

We try our best to deliver the best to our students for healthy, safe, innovative learning environment. For this we work hand in hand with other institions who work with us enabling us to achieve our goal.

With the increasing competitions, demanding times, we want our children not only to attain basic education but also to create a very strong base to meet future demands.

Through this presentation we want to bring to show you all that our students achieve.

We hope you will find this helpful, and can assist us in materializing our dream to provide education to students from all backgrounds.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Important Facts</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Establishment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools Motto</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Founder** | Nasra Wazir Ali – Recipient of Sitara-e- Imtiaz for her work in Education  
(Late) Zafrullah Khan Malik |
| **No of Students currently** | 11,000 approx |
| **Total No. Staff** | 1,000 |
| **Campuses** | Saddar, Malir, Korangi, Superhighway and North Karachi |
| **Medium of Communication** | English |
| **Boys to Girl Ratio** | 1:1.6 |
| **Teacher to Student Ratio** | 1:35 |
| **Levels of Education Offered** | ECED, Primary, Secondary and Higher Secondary |
EXTRA CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
Debates, welfare activities/social work, Student council (teaching democracy), Concerts (pre-primary schools), Arts Class are actively arranged at Nasra. Other than that, Nasra School encourages its students to take active participation in Academic Competitions, and we’ve won too!

SPORTS CURRICULUM:
Several Table Tennis Stars of International cadre have been students of Nasra School.

In Cricket also, Nasra students have claimed laurels, making it to be the finals nearly every year and winning the Inter-School Tournaments.

Nasra School is also affiliated with Sandwell Academic/British Council for International Inspiring Leadership, Empowerment and Development in Youth Programs
The Asia Foundation
Our School libraries were in dire need of more books. The Asia Foundation sourced 3000 books for all levels at our School campuses at Saddar, Korangi and Malir. The Institution has also stepped in and trained our librarians on effective use of libraries and on the tasks of Librarians.

ISESCO
We have also worked with ISESCO who have funded a detailed training program for our Science Teachers of our Schools. These trainings were conducted by the AKU IED Department for a number of 100 teachers.

The British Council
Every year, the British Council supports through the International Inspirational Program. A Program that involves Sports training for our Schools Physical Trainers and students at the Primary and Secondary level. The British Council is very active in providing our teachers training, participation in events and funding of sports activities.

COMSATS
COMSATS have provided us with computers at our computer Laboratories in Saddar Campus.

Standard Chartered Bank Pakistan
Standard Chartered have provided us with computers at our Laboratories at all our campuses.

Pakistan Cricket Board
PCB has provided our students with proper Cricket Training kits for each of our Campuses. They have also provided the KCCA Karachi Cricket Coaching Association grounds for match practice and for our annual cricket tournaments. This year, our annual final cricket match was held at the National Stadium Karachi through courtesy of PCB and the event was graced by Mr.Zaka Ashraf, Chairperson PCB. He was the Chief Guest for the event. The event had a huge crowd of about 5000 people.
Be A Part Of The Change! What You Can Do...

PROJECT 1:

Construction and expansion of new building ground + 2 floors
In this year, Nasra School has had to reject a number of students because of space shortage. Each classroom accommodates 35 students. We lack the premises, but need construction of 2 more floors to create spacious classrooms to accommodate more students.

PROJECT 2:

Initiation of Higher Secondary Classes (4 rooms per Campus)
In the previous years we have graduated students up to the 10\textsuperscript{th} grade, but wish to expand to an HSC level. For the accomplishment of this project, we require construction of new floors and renovations for accommodating students.

PROJECT 3:

Science Laboratories in all 5 Campuses for Higher Secondary Schools
Nasra School has adopted the AKU board partially and requires more equipped laboratories to meet the new standards of improved learning put out by the AKU Board. We have the premises, but need construction for efficient equipments.

PROJECT 4:

Computer Laboratories in all 5 Campuses for Higher Secondary Schools
Computer education is a key factor for students from Primary all through Graduation. Students are expected to conduct research on the Internet and refer to it for studies. In order to implement this, we require fully equipped latest technology computers.
Interesting Facts

Mrs. Shehnaz Wazir Ali – Former Special Assistant to the Prime Minister of Pakistan was the first student of Nasra School.

In **UK Olympics** 2012 our student of the Malir School Zainab Imran was selected to bear the torch from all of Pakistan!

The Aga Khan Examinations for SSC and HSC, Nasra School percentages have been between **88% and 92%!**

The **International Table Tennis Champion**, Arif Khan, is an Alumni of Nasra Schools.

The actor, model and producer, **Humayun Saeed**, is also a Nasra alumnus!

One of our students, Muhammed Owais, from Korangi Secondary was selected for under 17 KCCA!

Nasra School Students appear on the cover of **Three Oxford Books**!

**9 Nasra School Students were selected to go to the USA for a year** as a Youth Exchange Scholarship by ‘iearn’.

The **Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture students**, as a Community Service Project, worked with Nasra School for their Architectural and Brand Communications task.
How to get in touch with us

Should you require any further information about the possibilities of support to Nasra School, we shall be glad to meet you. Please let us know a convenient date and time.

Or call one the following persons:

**Nusrat Zaidi (Coordinator Academics)**
nasraschool@gmail.com
info@etns.edu.pk

**Charlotte Alfonso (Head Human Resources)**
charlotte@fancygroup.biz

**Diane D’Costa (Public Relations Officer)**
diane@fancygroup.biz

**PHONE:**
021-32361313-19

**FAX:**
(92-21) 32361312
Thank you!

Looking forward to hearing from you